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Abstract

This thesis considers the topic of choice-based gender inequality in the context of the Luck Egalitarian project. In Chapter 1, I argue that Luck Egalitarianism, as it currently stands, is inadequate in dealing with the topic of gendered choice. I maintain that this is due largely to the fact that they are minimal in their discussions of the social forces shaping gendered choices (e.g. socialization, hostile social climates). In Chapter 2, I discuss whether attending to autonomy in choices gives the Luck Egalitarian a potential way to incorporate a more robust discussion of gender into their model. I argue that contextualizing the choice/circumstance principle is the key to ensuring that it tracks truly autonomous choice, and avoids treating choices shaped by gender norms as justifiably disadvantage-conferring. In Chapter 3, I begin the project of articulating a set of background conditions against which we can deem choices authentic, and free from gender-specific social constraints. I draw on feminist approaches to the philosophy of autonomy to inform this project.